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Abstract

If H is an n-th order weighted subcoercive operator associated to a
continuous representation U of a d-dimensional connected Lie group G
in Lp(M; fL), where p E (1,00) and (M; fL) is a O"-finite measure space,
then we show that vI + H has a bounded Hoc> functional calculus if
Re v is large enough.

Moreover, the domain D((vI + H)m/n) of the fractional power
equals the space of m times differentiable vectors in Lp-sense if Re v
is large enough and m is in a suitable subset of [0,00). Finally, we
deduce kernel bounds for reduced operator kernels of Riesz transforms
and functional operators of strongly elliptic operators on homogeneous
spaces.



1 Introduction

During the last two decades there is a steadily growing interest in the following subjects due
to their intimate connection with heat kernels, kernels of Poisson and Riesz type, singular
integration theory and harmonic analysis in Lp-spaces of manifolds:

• The bounded H oo functional calculus of operators, in particular semigroup generators
in Lp-spaces with p E (1,00) (cf. [CDMY96], [McI86], [MY89] and [DR96]);

• Regularity in Lp-spaces with p E (1,00) (cf. [BER94], [ER94b] and [ER95]);

• Riesz transforms in Lp-spaces with p E (1,00) (cf. [Ste93] and [SS9:1.]).

Let H be an n-th order subcoercive operators associated to the left (or right) regular
representation of a connected Lie group G in Lp(G; dg) with p E (1,00), where dg denotes
the left Haar measure on G. Then it was shown that there is a 1/0 2 0 such that if
1/ E C with Re 1/ 2 Vo then the operator 1/1 + H has a bounded Hoo functional calculus in
Lp(G; dg) (cf. [ER94a]).

As far as the regularity is concerned the following can be remarked. The COO-elements
of a continuous representation U of a connected Lie group G are exactly the COO-elements
of a subcoercive operator associated to the representation U (cf. [ER95], Theorem 2.6.1).
However this coincidence is no longer valid in general if one compares the em-elements
for mEN. Indeed, the left regular representations in L1(R2 ; dx) or L oo (R2

; dx) already
show that the em-elements may differ for some mEN (cf. [LM64] anel [Orn62]). On
the other hand the differential structures are still the same if p E (1,00). More generally,
if p E (1,00) and mEN then the em-elements of the left (respectively right) regular
representation of a connected Lie group G in Lp(G; dg) coincide with the em-elements of
a subcoercive operator associated to the left (respectively right) regular representation of
G in Lp(G; dg) (cf. [BER94]). Further let U be a bounded continuous representation of a
connecteel amenable Lie group in Lp(M ; /l) with p E (1,00) and (M, /i,) a IT-finite measure
space. Then the optimal regularity for n-th order weighted subcoercive operators affiliated
to U was established in [EPOO].

The comparison of the differential structures is closely related to the boundeelness of
the Riesz transforms. For p E (1,00) it was established that if the real part of the zero
order coefficient of a weighted subcoercive operator H is sufficiently large then the Riesz
transforms of H are bounded on Lp(G; dg) (cf. [BER94) and [ER98]). Anker [Ank92)
established boundedness of the Riesz transforms for the Laplace-Beltrami operators in
Lp(X; d:r;) , where X is a non-compact symmetric space obtained by the quotient of a
semisimple Lie group G and a maximal compact subgroup K and d:r the G-invariant
measure on X. Let H be an n-th order weighted subcoercive operator affiliated to a
continuous bounded representation U of an amenable connected Lie group G in Lp(M ; /l),
where P E (1,00) and (M, /1,) is a IT-finite measure space. In [EPOO] it was shown that
there is a Vo 2 0 such that if 1) E C with Re IJ 2 1/0 then the Riesz transforms of 1)1 + H
are bounded on Lp(M ; /i,).

In this paper we generalize most of the above results. In Section 2 we consider n-th
order weighted subcoercive operators H with respect to a continuous representation U of a
cOllnf~ct(~d Lie group G in Lp(M ; IJ.) with P E (1, (0) and (M, p.) a IT-finite~ rneasnre spaC(~.

vVe show that there is a I/O 2 0 such that if 1) E C with Re IJ 2 1)0 tlH'll 1/1 + H has a
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bounded Hoo functional calculus in Lp(M ;p,), the Riesz transforms of 1./1 + H are bounded
on Lp(M ; p,) and we deduce optimal regularity for vI +H. Moreover we deduce weak type
(1, I)-estimates for functional operators generalizing Proposition 3.2 in [ER94a]. This large
class of representations U covers amongst others the continuous cocycle representations
on homogeneous spaces which include the interesting class of continuous representations
induced by a character. We emphasize that the representation U need not be bounded
and G may be non-amenable whereas U was bounded and G amenable in [EPOO]. Finally,
we deduce kernel bounds for reduced operator kernels of Riesz transforms and functional
operators of strongly elliptic operators on homogeneous spaces.

2 Functional calculus, regularity and Riesz transforms

In this section we consider n-th order weighted subcoercive operators H with respect to
a continuous representation U of a connected Lie group G in Lp(M ; p,) with p E (1,00),
where (M, p,) denotes a a-finite measure space. We show that there is a Vo 2: 0 such that
if vEe with Re v 2: Vo then vI + H has a bounded H oo functional calculus in Lp(M ; p,),
the Riesz transforms of vI + H are bounded on Lp(M ; p,) and optimal regularity is valid
for 1./1 + H.

Let G be a connected d-dimensional Lie group with Haar measure dg. Suppose that
U: G -t £(X) is a continuous representation of G in a Banach space X endowed with the
norm II . II· Let al," . ,ad' be an algebraic basis for g, i.e., a finite sequence of linearly
independent elements of 9 which generate g. This means that one can find an integer
r such that al,' .. ,ad' together with all the multi-commutators (ad ajJ··· (ad ajn_J(ajJ,
with .h, . .. ,jn E {I, ... ,d'} and n :S r, establish a basis for g. Next let WI, ... ,Wd' denote
a set of weights in [1,00). Then the algebraic basis aI, ... ,ad' and the weights WI, ... , Wd'

induce in a natural way a modulus 9 I--j- 191' on the connected Lie group G. For a detailed
description and definition we refer to [ER98], Section 6. Let B~ = {g E G : Igl' < c} be
the corresponding ball for all E > O. The modulus function I. I' in turn defines a unique
local dimension D' such that there is a C 2: 1 such that

for all p E (0, 1], where Vole denotes the volume with respect to the left Haar measure dg.
For all i E {l, ... , d'} denote by Ai = dU(ai) the infinitesimal generator of the one

parameter group t H U(exp( -tai))' We also need multi-index notation. Let J(d') =
EB~o{l, ... ,d'}k denote the set of all multi-indices over the index set {I, ... , d'}. If a =
(i l , ... , ik ) E J(d') then we set ACt = Ail 0'" 0 A ik and we denote by Iiall = 2:;=1 '/Vij the
weighted length of the multi-index a.

The em-subspace X~ is the weighted space defined by

x~ = n D(AQ

)

nEJ(d')
II n iiSm

endowp<1 with the norm

IIv,ll~n = max IIAnnl1
nEJ(d')
1III'IISm
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An n-th order form is a function C: J(d') ~ C such that C(o:) = 0 for lIall > n and there
is an 0: E J{d') with Ilal\ = n such that C(a) i= O. We consider the n-th order operator H

(1)H = dU(C) = I: eaAn
aEJ(d')
IInll~n

with domain D{H) = naEJ(d'):llall~n D(Aa) and Cn = C(o:) for all a E J(d') with Iiall < n.
In the sequel we denote the zero-order coefficient Ca with 110:11 = °also by Co.

Let AI, ... ,Ad' be the infinitesimal generators with respect to the left regular represen
tation La of Gin L2(G; dg) and the directions al,"" ad'. Then we say that C is an n-th
order G-weighted subcoercive form if nfwi E 2N for each i E {I, ... ,d'} and the operator
dLa(C) satisfies the following inequality. There is a jj > 0 and v E R such that

Re(v, dLa{C)v) ~ jj( max IIAavllz)2 - vllvll~
nEJ(d')
Ilall=n/2

for all v E C~(V), where V is some open neighbourhood of the identity e E G. More
over, the corresponding operator H = dU(C) is called an n-th order weighted subcoercive
operator associated to U. Then by [ER98], Theorem l.1.IV the operator H generates a
holomorphic semigroup S in an open representation independent sector A(Oc), where

A(cp) = {z E C\{O} : Iarg(z)I < cp}

for all cp E (0,7f]. Moreover, it follows from [ER98], Theorem 1.1.IV that the semigroup S
has a representation independent, fast decreasing, Lie group kernel I< such that

for all 0: E J(d'), Z E A(ee) and u E X. For all v E C with Rev sufficiently large the
fractional powers of the resolvent (vI + H)-Ii are defined for all 0 > 0 by the Laplace
transforms

(1.11 + H)-O = f(O)-1 100

e-vttO-ISt dt .

Let 0 E (O,Oe). Since S is analytic in A(O) it follows that there exist l'v1 ~ 1 and w ~ °
such that IISzuli p ~ M ewlzli11llip for all Z E A(O) and u E X. Therefore (1/1 + H)-O are
defined for all 0 > 0, 1/ E C such that Re(e-'i'Pv ) > w for some cp E (-0,0) and

(vI + H)-d = r(O)-leid'P100

e-ei'l'vttO-lSei'l't dt .

Next for cp E [O,e] set f(cp;w) = f+(cp;w) U f_(cp;w) with f±(cp;w) = {z E C :
Re(ze±i'P) > w}. Then the fractional powers of the resolvents are defined by the above
procedure for all v E 6(O;w), where 6(O;w) = U'PE[O,8]f(cp;w).

Let (5) 0. For v E .6.(0; w) define R,/,Ii: G ~ C by

Rv,li(g) = r(ot 1 roo e-l/ttli - 1 I<t(g) dt (g E G)
Jo

Then similarly to the proof of [ER94a], Theorem A.I for all 0: E J(d') there exist (1" b > 0,
independent of 0, such that

(2)
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fa II (AaRv,o) (g) U(g)ullpdg < 00

for all n E J(d') with II all < no, 11, E Lp(M; tt) and v E !:l(O; w) with Re v 2: vo. Therefore
if 1/ E fl(e; w) and Re v 2: Vo then

for all 9 E G with 9 =1= e and v E fl(O; w), where p = p(v; fl) denotes the distance from v
to the boundary of fl (0 ;w) and

{

x-(D'+k-n8) if D' + k > nO

Fk,o(:r) = 1 + log+ X-I if D' + k = nO

1 if D' + k < nO

with log+ y = log y if y 2: 1 and log+ y = 0 if y ~ 1.
Now, let p E [1,00] and suppose that U: G -+ £(Lp(M; f.l)) is a continuous representa

tion of G in Lp(M ; f.l), where (M, f.l) denotes a a-finite measure space. Let H be an n-th
order weighted subcoercive operator associated to U. Since there exist C,17 > 0 such that
IIU(g)11,ll p ~ C e7Jigl'IIulip for all 11, E Lp(M; f.l) and 9 E G it follows that there is a llO 2: 0
such that

Aa(vI + H)-Ou = r(O)-1 ~oo e-vtto-l(AaSt)udt = fa(AaRv,o)(g) U(g)udg

for all n E J(d') with II all < nO and 11, E Lp(M ; f.l). Note that if Iiall = m and (5 = min
then the Lie group kernel AaRv,o has a logarithmic singularity in the identity e E G and
the integral operator is not norm-convergent for p E [1,00] in general.

Now we discuss the functional calculus of the n-th order weighted subcoercive operator
H (cf. also [CDMY96], [McI86] and [MY89]). It follows from [ER98], Theorem 1. 1.III that
there exist M 2: 1 and w 2: 0 such that IISzl1 ~ !VI ew1zl for all z E A(O). Therefore if we
replace H by v I + H with Re v sufficiently large then S is uniformly bounded in the sector
A(e), i.e., there is an M 2: 1 such that IISzl1 ~ !VI for all z E A(O). Then (-AI + H)-l
is defined and satisfies bounds II (- AI + H) -111 ~ !VI IA1-1 for all non-zero A E C with
Iarg AI 2: 7f/2 - e.

Next for 0 < cp ~ 7f consider the class

Frp = {f: A(<p) -+ C : f is bounded and hoIomorphic}

Then it is clear that Frp is a Banach space with respect to the norm

Ilf 1100 = sup{ If(z) I : z E A(<p)}

For technical reasons we also need the following subspaces

<])rp,~ = {f E Frp : If(z)1 ~ clzl~(l + Izl)-2~ for some c> 0 and all z E A(cp)} ,

where f, > O. Furthermore, set

<Prp = U<Prp,€ .
~>o

If .f E <Dcp with <p E (7f /2 - e, 7f] one can define an operator f(H) by the familiar complex
Cauchy representation formula
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where r x is the contour determined by the function

{

teiX if t E [0,00)
r t =

x( ) -te-iX if t E (-00,0]

with 7f /2 - e< X < <po The integral (3) is norm-convergent, independent of the particular
choice of contour and the operator j(H) is bounded.

However for j E Fcp one can define j(H) by a similar Cauchy formula but the contour
integral in (3) is not necessarily norm-convergent anymore. Therefore the integral definition
for f(H) in (3) is to be interpreted in the strong or weak* topology according to whether S
is strongly or weakly* continuous and the domain of f(H) is the subspace of X on which the
integral is convergent. In this way we obtain closed operators j(H). We sa,y that H has a
bounded H oo functional calculus in Lp(M; p,) over Fcp if all the operators {f(H) : f E Fcp}
are bounded and if f H f(H) is a continuous map from the Banach space of holomorphic
functions Fcp into the Banach algebra £(Lp(M; j..t)) of bounded operators on Lp(M; J-l)'
i.e., if there is a cp > °such that

IIj(H)ull pS cpllflloollullp

for all u E Lp(M; /-l) and f E Fcp.
Let K f : G --t C be defined by

KfCg) = (27fi)-1 lx f(>') R-A,l(g) d>'

for all 9 E G. Then it follows from a similar argument as used in the proof of [ER94a],
Corollary A.2 that for all ry E J(d') there exist a, b > 0, independent of the zero-order
coefficient Co, and C> 0, linearly dependent of Re co, such that

(4)

for all 9 E G with 9 =1= e, ry E J(d') and f E Fcp. Moreover, it follows from [ER94a], Section
3 that if f E <Pcp then there is a C > 0 such that IIKfll oo S C. Therefore, if f E <Pcp then
there is a I/o 2: 0 such that if Re Co 2: I/o then

for all /I, E Lp (M ; It). Hence if Re Co 2: 1./0 then

for all 'lJ, E Lp(M; j..t). However, if f E Fcp then K f may have a logarithmic singularity in
the identity e E G and j(H) is not norm-convergent for p E [1,00] in general.

The key ingredient in the proof of the first main theorem of this paper is the following
proposition.

Proposition 2.1 Let p E (1, (0) and let H be an n-th order' weighted S7J,{J(:ocTcive operator
assoc'iatcd to the left (01' Tight) regular repncsentation of G in Lp ( G ; cit}). Then thcn~ is a

I/O 2: () snch that for all 1./ E C with Re 1/ 2: 1.Jo the operatoT 1/1 + if has a bou,'wled H 00

f/l,'JI,ct'ional calculus in Lp(G; elg) over Fcp for all rp E (7f/2 - Oc,n].
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Proof For the left regular representation in Lp ( G; dg) the derivation of the bounded Hoo

functional calculus in Lp (G; dg) over Fcp for all 'P E (1r/2 - ()e, 1r] is completely analogous to
the proof of [ER94a], Theorem 3.1. The result for the right regular representation follows
from a similar duality argument as used in the proof of [ER94a], Lemma 2.1. 0

Now we are able to state the first main result of this paper.

Theorem 2.2 Let p E (1,00). Suppose that U: G -+ .c(Lp(M; p,)) is a continuous rep
r-esentation of a connected Lie gTOUp G in Lp(M ; p,), where (M, p,) denotes a a-finite
measur-e space. Let H be an n-th order- weighted subcoercive opemtor. Then the following
thr·ee statements hold.

I. Ther-e is a va ~ °such that for all vEe with Re v ~ va the operator v I + H has a
bounded H oo functional calculus in Lp(M ;p,) over Fcp for all 'P E (Tf /2 - ()e, 1r].

II. There is a va ~ °such that if vEe with Re v ~ va and m > 0 then the space
(1/1 + H)-m/n(Lp(M; J-L)) is continuously embedded in D(AOO) for all a E J(d') with
Ilodl = m and the Riesz tmnsform

AQ(vI + H)-m/n

is bounded on Lp(M; p,).

III. Let w = min{x E [1,00) : x E wiN for all i E {I, ... , d/}}. If m E {nw : n E N}
then there is a va ~ 0, independent of m, such that for all vEe with Re 1I ~ va the
spaces D((vI +H)m/n) and L~;m coincide as sets and there is a Cp,m", ~ 1 such that

for all u E L~;m.

Proof The proof is based on a transference method inspired by [eW77]. First let <p E

('Tfj2-()c,1r] and f E <Pcp. Let x: G -+ [0,1] be a Coo cut-off function such that X(g) = 1 for
all 9 E B~/2 and X(g) = 0 for all 9 E G\B~. If R denotes the right regular representation
of G in Lp(G; dg) then there exist C, T] > 0 such that

(5)

for all v E Lp(G; dg) and 9 E G and, moreover,

(6)

for all 'II E Lp(M ; p,) and .9 E G. Let H = dR(C) be the n-th order weighted subcoercive
operator associated to R. Then it follows from (4) and Proposition 2.1 that there exist a
, > 0 and a C1 ,p > 0, independent of f, such that if Re Co ~ , then

.Ie: IKj(g) (1 - x(g))IIIU(g)'u,llpdg::; C .Ie IKf(.q) (1 - x(g))1 eTJ1yl'dg Ilulip

::; C1,pllflloollullp (7)
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for all 'u E Lp(M ; f-l),

LIKf(g) (1 - x(g»IIIR(g)vllpdg :s C LIKf(g) (1 - x(g»1 e7)19l'dg Ilvllp

:s C1,pllflloollvllp (8)

for all v E Lp(G; dg) and, moreover,

(9)

for all v E Lp(G; dg),
Next let vEe with Re v 2: max(I - Re co, 0) and replace H by l/I + H. Then one can

write

f(H)u = ( Kf(g) U(g)'u dg = f(Hhu + f(Hhula
for all '11, E Lp(M ; f-l), where

f(H)l = 1KJ(g) x(g) U(g) dg
G

and
f(Hh = Ie Kf(g) (1- x(g» U(g) dg

Set kf = Kfx. Then kf E LI(G; dg) with compact support. Suppose that one has
shown that f(Hh maps Lp(M ; f-l) into Lp(M ; f-l) and, moreover, that there is a C' > 0,
independent of p and f, such that

(10)

for all '/J. E Lp(M; /1,), where Np(kf ) > 0 denotes the £(Lp(G; dg»-norm of the operator

Tfv = Lkf(g)R(g)vdg .

It follows from (8) that

IICTJ - f(H»vll p :S CI,pllflloollvllp
for all '/J E Lp(G; dg), and hence from (9) that

Therefore, if (10) is valid then

for all 'lJ, E Lp(M ; f-l).
Nov" we deduce (10). The operator f(H) 1 is a well defined object for '/l, E Loo(M ; f-l) n

Lp(M; It) because kf has compact support. Since Loo(M; /1,) nLp(M; p,) is a dense subset
of Lp(M; 11,) it suffices to show (10) for allu E Loo(M; p,)nLp(M ; I),). Sin(:(~ U is uniformly
hounded on (B~ )-1 there is a c> 0 such that

7



for all h E B~ and u E Loo(M ; p) n Lp(M ; p). Then

Ilf(Hhull~ ::; cPVole(B~)-l h, IIU(h)(.f(Hhu) II~ dh
I

for all 'It E Loo(M ;p) n Lp(M ; p). Observe that

U(h)(.f(Hhu) = j~ kf(g) U(hg)u dg (11)

for all h E B~ and u E Loo(M ; j.1) n Lp(M ; p).
Next let x: G ~ {O, I} be the characteristic function X = 1B2 . Then it follows from

(11) and Fubini's theorem that

11.f(Hhull~ ::; ePVole(B~tl r r I I j' kf(g) X(hg) (U(hg)u)(x) dgl
P

dhdj.1(:r)JM .fBI G

::; ePVole(B~)-l 1M fc Ij~ kf(g) x(hg) (U(hg)u)(x) dgl
P

dh dli(:r)

for all'll, E Loo(M ; p) n Lp(M ; p). It follows from Fubini's theorem again that

Ilf(H)l'ull~ ~ cPVole(BD-l(Np(kf))P r rx(w)IP I(U(w)u)(x) d'wdj.1(x).fM .fe

= (cNp(kf))PVole(B~)-l fcx(w) 1M I(U(w)u)(x)I Pdp(l;) dw

for all 'U E Loo(M; j.1) n Lp(M; p). Hence

Ilf(Hh ull~ ::; (cC e2
7) Np(kf ))PVolG(B~tlVole(B~) Ilull~

for all U E Loo(M; j.1) n Lp(M ;p) and (10) is proved.
Now we consider the second operator f(Hh. It follows from (7) that

for all '/I, E Loo(M ;p) n Lp(M ; Ii). Therefore, a combination of the results above gives

for all '/l, E Lp(M ; j.1). This result extends to all f E Pip by McIntosh's convergence theorem,
[l'v'IcI86], Section 5 and the proof of I is complete.

Next we prove II and III. Vye use a similar approximation procedure as llsed in [BER94]
and we show that that there is a Vo 2: 0 such that if vEe with Re lJ 2: I/O then the
space (uI + H)-rnjn(Lp(M; Ji)) is continuously embedded in D(AC<) for all n E .1(d') with
Ilo~11 = Tn and the Riesz transform

is hounded on Lp(M ;Il). Fix N E N, N > D' and for all.j E N with j > 2Rel) and Rei)
snfficiently large consider the operators

(12)
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kj(g) =100

fj(t) Kt(g) dg

for all 9 E G and j E N, where

Then for Iiall = m with m > 0 one expects to find a va ~ 0 such that the operators
AnX j converge to An(vI + H)-min as j tends to infinity and Re v ~ va. We prove that
for Re 1/ ~ va the operators AUX j are bounded uniformly in j on Lp(M ; If,) and it follows
from this result that (vI + H)-min maps into the domain of An and AO'(I/I + H)-min is
bounded on Lp(M ; f-L). The uniformity with respect to j is obtained from the uniform
upper bounds with respect to j for the Lie group kernels of AUX j for large Igl', established
similarly as in [BER94].

Set

!J(t) = jN (N - 1)!-lr(m/n)-l ht
xN-le-jx(t _ x)mln-le-v(t-x)dx

Let m> 0 and a E J(d') with Iiall = m. It follows from [BER94] that

ACtXju = kkj,1(9) U(g)udg+ kkj,2(9) U(g)udg

for all '/I, E Lp(M ; f-L) and j E N, where

kj,l = (AUkj)X and kj,2 = (AUkj ) (1 - X)

Let Np(kj,l) > 0 be the £(Lp(G; dg))-norm of the operator

Wjv = k kj,l (g) R(g)v dg

for all j E N. Let Np(ACtkj) denote the £(Lp(G; dg))-norm of the operator

for all j E N. Then it follows from a similar argument as used in the proof of [ER94a],
Theorem A.l that there exists a c > 0 such that

(13)

for all 9 E G\B~ and j E N. Therefore it follows from (5), (6) and a similar argument as
llsed in the proof of [BER94], Theorem 2.3 that there is a I/o ~ 0 such that if Re v ~ //0

then there is a C2 ,p > 0, independent of j and va, such that

II (liVj - 1/j)vllp::; C2,pllvllp

for all v E Lp(G; elg) and j EN,

for all j E N and, further,

9



for all 'lL E Loo(M; f-l) n Lp(M ; p,) and j E N. Hence if Re v ~ va then

for all j E N. Next it follows from a similar transference argument as used above that if
Re v 2: I/o then there is a C > 0, independent of va, such that

for all 'U E Loo(M; f-l) n Lp(M ; p,) and j E N. It follows that

for all u E Loo(M ; f-l) n Lp(M; p,) and j E N. Finally the Statements II and III follow as
in the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [BER94]. See also [ER98], Section 9. 0

In the following theorem we formulate a rather weak condition which ensures the exis
tence of weak type (1, I)-estimates. The theorem generalizes the weak type (1, I)-estimates
deduced in [BER94] and [ER94a], Proposition 3.2.

Theorem 2.3 Let (M, p,) be a o--finite measure space. Let G be a connected Lie group
and suppose that U is a continuous representation of G such that there exist CI, C2 > 0 such
that

p,Ux EM: I(U(g)u)(x)1 > T}) :S Clf-l({X EM: lu(x)1 > C2T})

for' all g E B~, u E L1(M ; f-l) and T > O. Let H be an n-th order weighted subcoercive
opemtor'. Then the following two statements hold.

1. There is a va 2: 0 such that ifvEe with Re v 2: va then there is a c > 0, independent
of 1/, such that

for all u E LI(M; p,), T > 0 and f E <I><p with cp E {7f/2 - ()e, 7f].

II. There is a va 2: 0 such that if m > 0 and 1/ E C with Re v ~ va then there is a c > 0,
independent of v, such that

fOT all u E L I (M; 1',), T> 0, j E N and a E J(d') with Iiall = m. The opemtor's X j

fOT j E N are the opemtor's as defined in (12) in the proof of Theor-em 2.2.

Proof We only prove the first statement. The second statement can he proved analo
gously.

Let cp E (rr /2 - ()e, 7r], .f E <I><p, u E L1(M; p,) and T > O. Let x: G -+ [0,1] be a Coo
cut-off function such that X(g) = 1 for all g E B~/2 and X(g) = 0 for all 9 E G\B~. If R
denotes the right regular representation of G in L1(G ; dg) then there exist C, TJ > 0 such
that

(14)
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for all '(J, E L 1(M ; p,) and 9 E G and, moreover,

(15)

for all v E L1(G; dg) and 9 E G. Next let H = dR(C) denote the n-th order weighted
subcoercive operator associated to R. Then it follows from (4) and a similar argument as
used in the proof of Proposition 3.2 in [ER94a] that there exist a I > 0 and a C3 > 0 such
that if Re Co 2: I then

(16)

for all u E L1(M ;p,) and

(17)

for all v E L 1 (G ; dg) and, moreover,

(18)

for all a > °and v E L 1(G; dg).
Next let vEe be such that Rev 2: maxb - Reco, 0) and replace H by vI + H. We

first estimate

where kf = KfK Let x: G -+ {O, I} be the characteristic function X= IB~ again. If h E B~

then

.l; k/(.q) U(h)(U(g)u) dg = .~~ kf(g) U(h)(U(g)u) dg = ~~ kf(g) X(hg) U(h)(U(g)u) dg

= ./~ kf(g) X(hg) U(hg)u dg .

Therefore

p,({X EM: 1.1a kf(g) (U(g)ll)(:r;) elgl > T})

=p,({x EM: I(U(h-1)(./~ kf(9) U(hg)ll elg)) (x)1 > T})

= p,({x EM: I(U(h-1)(./~kf(9)x(hg)U(hg)'(J,dg))(x)1> T})

~ Cl/J,({x EM: 1.1a kf(g) X(hg) (U(hg)ll) (x) dgl > C2 T })

for all 11. E B~. Moreover, if

Ttu = ./~f{/(g) (1- X(g))R(g)vdg

for alln E L[ (G; ely) then it follows from (17) that

11



for all v E £1 (G; dg). Therefore, it follows from (18) that

for all v E L1 (G; dg) and (J" > O. Then it follows from (14) and Fubini's theorem that there
exist b, C > 0, independent of I, u and T, such that

/L({:r: EM: 1.1e kf(g) (U(g)u)(x) dgl > T})

::; clVolG(B~)-l j, I fl'( {x EM: IJkf(g) X(hg)(U(hg)u) (x) dgl > C2 T }) dh
B 1 a

= ClVolG(B~)-l 1M Vola ({h E B~ : Ij~ kf(g) X(hg) (U(hg)u)(x) dgl > C2 T }) dfl·(X)

::; clVolG(B~)-l r Vola ({h E G : I r kf(g) ;\:(hg) (U(hg)u)(x) dg! > C2T}) dfl,(X)1M ./a

::; clVolG(B~)-l 1M C1111100T-1fa Ix(09) (U(g)u)(x)1 dgdp(x)

= CtCT-111f1100VolG(B~)-l rX(g) r I(U(g)u)(x)1 dp(x) dg
.JG .JM

::; clb CT-11111100VolG(B~)-lVolG(B~) Ilulh .

So the inequality for the operator with kernel kf is proved. Finally

I' I r (Kf(09)(1 - X(g)) (U(g)u)(x) dgldp(x) :::; c3111110011ulh
./.;'v{ ./G

In particular the operator with kernel Kf(I - X) also satisfies a weak type (1, I)-estimate
and the theorem follows immediately. D

Now we discuss a class of representations affiliated to cocycles and quasi-invariant
measures. This class embraces the class of continuous unitary representations induced by
a character.

Example 2.4 Let X = G/ Jill with G a connected Lie group and !vI C:l (j-compact Lie
subgroup. Let S: X x G ~ C be a continuous cocycle, i.e.,

S(x, e) = 1 and S(x,09h) = S(h.r" g) S(x, h)

for all g, 11, E G and x EX.
Moreover, let dx be a quasi-invariant non-zero positive regular Borel measure on X.

By the Raclon-Nikodym theorem there exists a function R: X x G ~ (0, CXJ) such that for
each 9 E G the function x I--t R(l;, g) is Borel measurable, for all cp E Cc(X) the function
:1: I--t cp(:I:)R(x,g) belongs to L1(X;dx) and

.L cp(g-lX) d:r = .L cp(x) R(:r, g) dx .

Suppose in addition that R is continuous and that there exist CR , Cs ~ 1 such that

(19)
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and

(20)

for all 1; E X and 9 E B~. Let p E [1,00] and consider the representation U of G in
Lp(X ; dx) given by

(a.e. x E X) (21)

for all CP E Lp(X; dx) and 9 E G. Then it follows from [Smug9], Proposition 2.7 that
U is a strongly continuous representation of G in Lp(X; dx) if p E [1,00) and weakly*
continuous if p = 00. Therefore if p E (1, (0) then it follows from Theorem 2.2 that for
each weighted subcoercive operator H associated to U there is a Vo ~ 0 such that if vEe
with Re v ~ Vo then vI + H has a bounded Roo functional calculus in Lp(X; dx) over Fcp
with cp E (1f/2 - (}c,1f] and the Riesz transforms of vI + R are bounded on Lp(X;dx).
Moreover, if /-l = dx, 9 E B~ and U E L1(X; (L:c) then

/i,({:r EX: I(U(g)u) (.'E) I > T}) = p,({x EX: IS(x, g-l)-lR(x, g-1)1/2u(q-1 X )1 > T})

~ p,({x EX: lu(g-l X )1 > CSIC~1/2T})

= L: 1{XEX:lu(x)I>CSlc~1/2T} (y) R(y, g) dy

~ CR fy 1{xEx:lu(x)l>cSlC~1/2T} (y) dy

= CIP,({X EX: lu(x)! > C2 T })

for all T > 0, where Cl = CR 2: 1 and C2 = C,~lC~1/2 > O. Therefore it follows from
Theorem 2.3 that weak type (1, I)-estimates are valid for the functional operators and
Riesz transforms. 0

In the following example we consider continuous representations of a connected Lie
group G induced by a representation of G by measurable bijections from (M, p,) onto
(M, p,) with (M, J-L) a a-finite measure space (generalizing the left Haar measure preserving
left regular representation of G). See also Theorem 2.6 in [eW77].

Example 2.5 For a a-finite measure space (M, p,) let T be a representatioll of a wnnected
Lie group G by measurable bijections from (M, p.) onto (M, It) such that th(~re exist
Cl, (;2 > 0 such that

for all.a E B~, T > 0 and U E LdM; ji,). Set U(g)u = uoT(g-l) for all U E L1(M; p,) and
.Y E G and assume that U is a continuous representation in L1(M ; p,). Then

1',(f.l: EM: I(U(g)u)(:r)1 > T}) = Ii, (T(g){x EM: \V,(1:) 1 > T})

:S C I p, ({.1: EM: Iu (:r )I > (;2 T } )



for all 9 E B~, T > 0 and U E £1 (M ; fl'), and weak type (1, 1)-estimates hold for any
weighted subcoercive operator associated to U, by Theorem 2.3.

If T is a representation of G by measure preserving measurable bijections from (M, tl)
onto (M, fl) then the corresponding U need not be continuous. One easily verifies, however,
that there exist C, 'rJ > 0 such that

for all U E £1 (M ; fl) and 9 E G and the proof of Theorem 2.3 still works.

3 Reduced operator kernels

o

Vve show in this section that the Riesz transforms and functional operators of a strongly
elliptic operator H, affiliated to U, given by (21), are reduced kernel operators, and we
derive upper bounds for these reduced kernels. Before we can introduce resolvent reduced
kernels, we need the following lemma. In the sequel, Rv ,5 and K f denote the Lie group
kernels corresponding to the strongly elliptic operator H, associated to U, given by (21).
By Lemma 2.4.IV in [Smu99], there is a unique function p: G --+ (0, (0) such that

R(k, g) = p(gk) p(k)-l

for all g, kEG, and, further,

1cp(g) dg = 1 r cp(gm) dm dg
G GIM.lM

for all cp E Cc(G). Moreover, let ~G: G --+ (0, (0) denote the modular function of G. Let
Ll(fJ;w) and p(v;D.), with BE (O,Bc ), w > 0 and v E D.(B;w), be as in Section 2.

Lemma 3.1 For all <5 > a there exists an Wo 2:: w such that the integral

.Ll Rv ,5(gm-1k-1) S(k, gm-1k-1) (p(g) p(km))-1 /2D.G(m-1k-1) dm

e:t:ist.s fOT all g, kEG 'With .9 i= k, unifoTmly with Tespect to v E D. (fJ ; w) wdh Re 1/ > wo.

Proof Let (5 > O. By [ER94a], Theorem A.l, there exist a, b > 0 such that

IR ( , -lk-1)1 < -bp(Vif:::.)l/nlgrn-lk-ll < bp(Vif:::.)l/n(lgl+/kl) _bp(II;~)I/nlml
11,0 gm, , _ a e _ ae e (22)

for allm E JIll and g, kEG such that Igm-1k- 11> C for some C > a to lw determined in
the sequel and v E D.(fJ;w).

Alternatively, it follows from (19) and a chain argument (d. also Lemma 2.2 in [Smu99])
that there exist C, 'rJ > 0 such that

for all 'III, E j\1 and .fl, kEG, and, moreover, it follows from (20) and a chain argument (d.
also (87) in [Sum99]) that
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for all Tn E JIll and g, kEG. Next, there exist C, TJ > 0 such that

~G(m-lk-l) :::; C e1Jlkle1Jlml

for all mE ]\1[ and kEG.
Finally, let g, kEG be such that !J #- k. Then there exists a C > 0 such that

Igm-1k-11 > C for all m E M. Indeed, if there is a sequence ml, m2,'" in JIll such that
\gm,;-;-lk-11 :::; lin for all n E N then mn E Blgl+lkl+l for all n E N. Since Blgl+lkl+l is
compact and M is closed, one can pass to a convergent subsequence in Al and there is an
m, E !vi with Igm-1k-1\ = O. But then !J = k.

Hence, there exists an Wo ~ w, depending on <5 > 0, such that the integral is absolutely
convergent, uniformly for all v E tl(O; w), with Re v > Wo, and the lemma follows. 0

Let all' .. ,ad be a basis for the Lie algebra 9 of G. In [Smu99], Proposition 2.10, we
proved the existence of the continuous heat kernel K,: X x X ---+ C of the holomorphic
semigroup generated by H. Next, consider the contragredient representation of U in each
Lp (X ;dx) defined by

(a.e. x E X)

for all <p E Lp(X ; dx). For all i E {I, ... ,d}, let Ri denote the infinitesimal generator in
the direction ai affiliated to U. Let V be the representation of G in Loo (X ; dx) defined by

(a.e. x E X)

for all <p E Loo(X ;dx) and 9 E G. Let B i = dV(ai) denote the infinitesimal generator of
the one parameter group t H V(exp( -tai)) in Loo(X; dx). Consider the metric d: X xX ---+
[0,00) on X defined by

d

d(x ;y) = sup{I1/J(:r) -1/J(y)/ : 4; E Cb;oo(X) real and L IB(1fJ1 2
:::; I} (23)

i=l

for all ,1:, y EX, where Cb;oo(X) denotes the space of all infinitely differentiable functions
on X with uniformly bounded derivatives. Introduce the balls B(x; r) by

B(:l:; r) = {y EX: d(x; y) < r}

for all :r E X and r > O. Let R1 , .. . ,Rd denote the infinitesimal generators in the di
rections 0,1,' .. , ad associated to the representation U. Then in [Smu99], Proposition 2.11,
it was shown that K,t is pointwise Coo in the second variable with respect to R I , ... , Rd ,

anel, moreover, if (3 E J( d) and R/3 denotes the pointwise (multi- )derivative, with respect
to the second variable, then R{3"'t is pointwise Coo in the first variable, with respect to
the infinitesimal generators AI, ... ,Ai. Further, if G', j3 E J(d), All< denotl!S the pointwise
(multi-)derivative, with respect to the first variable, and R/3 denotes, again, the point
wise (multi-)derivative, with respect to the second variable, then All< R/3 Ii:, is given by the
reduction formula

( .t n RI; ~ ) (. . i.. )
>-1 ), f" t g, ti,

L do / C7f.o R'Y J(,)(gm- l 1;;-1) S(A:, gm- 1k-1) (p(g) p(krn) )-1/2f::.c;(m- 11;;-1) drn
h.(5)ELb(f3) .1M
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for all y, kEG and t > O. Further, it follows from Theorem 2.12 in [Smu99] that for all
u 1 /i E .](d) there exist a, b> aand Wi 2: 0 such that

(24)

for all x, y E GINI and t > O.
By Lemma 3.1 one can define, for vEe with Re v sufficiently large, the function

T//,ii: X X X\{(:z:, x) : x E X} -t C by

Tu,l) (.i; ; k)

= / R//,ii(gm-1k-1) S(k,gm-1k-1) (p(g) p(km))-1/2D.G(m-1k-1) dm
.1M

= / r(8)-1 /00 e-vttli - 1J{t(gm-1k-1) dt S(k, gm-1k-1) (p(g) p(km))-1/2D.G(m-1k-1) dm
.1M Jo

= f(i5)-1 (Xl e-vttii-1K,t(,i;; A:) elt (25)
./0

for all g, kEG such that 9 =f:. k.

Remark 3.2 If vEe with Re l/ sufficiently large, then the expression for Tv,li, in terms of
the integral of K,t, is absolutely convergent, in virtue of the upper estimates for r.:t stated
in (24). We may reverse the order of integration in the double integral, because one can
show, by a similar estimation argument as used in the proof of [ER94a], Theorem A.I, that
there exist a, b > 0 such that

for a.ll 'In E Ai if .9 =I=- k. Now, by a similar bounding argument as used in the proof of
Lemma 3.1, the repeated integral in (25) is absolutely convergent. 0

The Tu,1i are reduced resolvent kernels by the following identity.

Proposition 3.3 If p E [1,00] and r.p E Lp(X; dx) then

for n. e. :1: EX.

Proof The proposition follows directly from Laplace transformation, and the observation
that h:t is the reduced heat kernel of S = St generated by H. 0

Next, the left derivative in the direction 0,-; on the Lie group G is denott~cl by "l and the
right derivative by Ri . If (-J E J(d), then by Lb(j3) we denote the set of all (t. 8) E J(rl)2 such
that I is a multi-index obtained from (3 by omission of some indices and 0 is the multi-index
formed hy the omitted indices (d. [ER93] 1 p. 747). Moreover, if c5 = (j1, ... ,.M E J(d)
then we set do = (R.ilD.c;)(e) ... (R.i16c;)(e). Then, by similar arguments as uSf~d in the
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proof of Proposition 2.11 in [Smu99], and using the upper bounds in (2), one can show
that for all Q', fJ E J(d) one has

(ACt R i-J,tv,8)(g; k)

~ de> r (ACtitl Rv8)(gm-1k- 1) s(k, gm-1k- 1) (p(g) p(km))-1/2 .6.c;(m-1k- 1) dm
.L.t JM '

(-y,O)ELb(,6)

= r(6)-11°O e-vtte>-1 (ACt Rf3Kt)(g; k) dt

for all 9, kEG, with 9 =1= k.
In the following lemma we state bounds for rv,e> and its derivatives.

Lemma 3.4 For all Q', fJ E J(d) and 0 E (O,Oe) there exist a, b > 0 and w ~ 0 such that

I(AaRf3rv,e»(x ; y)1 ~ a (VolxB(x; 1)) VolxB(y; 1))) -1/2 p(d-dM+lal+If3I-n8)/n .

• 17' (pl/nd(x' . y))e-bpl/nd(x;y)
r ICtI+If3I,e> . ,

fOT all :C, y E X with x =1= y and v E Il(O; w), where p = p(v; ll) and

{

x-(d-dM+k-ru5) if d - dM + k > n6

Fk,e>(:z;) = 1 + log+ X-I if d - dM + k = n6

1 if d - dM + k < n6 ,

with log+ y = log y if y ~ 1 and log+ y = 0 if y ~ 1.

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of [ER94a], Theorem A.l or [Rob91], Theorem
III.6.7, since the estimates depend on the upper bounds for Kt and all its derivatives, stated
in (24). 0

By similar arguments as used in the proof of Proposition 2.11 in [Smu99], again, but
now using the upper bounds from (4), one can show that, if Re Co is sufficiently large for the
coefficient Co of H, the operator f(H) has a reduced kernel Kf such that for all Q', ji E J(d)

(ACt R{-J /'i,f )(g; k)

L de> In (ACt frY I<f )(gm-1k-1)s(k, gm-1k-1)(p(g)p(km) )-1/2 llo( (km) -1) dm
(-y,e»ELb(f3) . M

for all 9, kEG such that 9 =1= k.
In the following lemma, we state upper bounds for K f and its derivatives.

Lemma 3.5 Let cx,fJ E J(d), 0 E (O,Oe) and cp E (nj2,7f]. ft the 'real ]JaTt of the ze7'O
order mefficient Co of H is sufficiently lar:qe then there exist 0" b > 0, independent of co,
and c > 0, linearly dependent on Re Co, such that

1(An Ri-J K;.f)(X ; y) I ~ a (Volx (B(x ; 1)) Voh (B(y ; 1))) -1/21Ifll oo(d(:E ; y) )-(rl-dM +1nl +!f3i) .

for all f E Frp and :I:, y E X wdh :1; =1= y.

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Corollary A.2 in [ER94a], if \\"(~ use th(, kernel
hounds for Ibl. and all its derivatives, stated in (24). 0
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